
Scalar Energy

What is Scalar Energy?

Scalar energy is the scientific result when two identical frequencies that come

from opposite directions meet, a cancellation of the free movement takes

place creating a stationary energy field that is static.

When this energy is infused in the atoms of an item, like a silicon band, it

becomes like a battery for our cells. This battery kinetically continues to charge

and thus never runs out. When something charged with scalar energy is worn,

the static energy field that is generated penetrates our body and promotes

healing. It also naturally connects us to the magnetic field that the earth

generates, causing a grounding. Grounding is also a well-known necessity for

our body’s normal electrical system.

This static field also helps shield against the negative effects of EMF

(electromagnetic fields). In recent years, it has become evident that EMF signals

are resonating at a hertz level that is detrimental to living creatures and may be

the cause of many health issues. Since Wi-Fi and many other sources of EMF are

not going anywhere soon, the benefits in having a natural, healthy way to

block them is Tremendous!

Benefits of Scalar Energy
• Improves Blood Circulation

• Relieves Stress & Fatigue
• Effective in Killing Bacteria
• Enhances Immune System
• Increases Energy
• Helps Protect DNA from 

Damage
• Helps Retard Aging Process 
• Helps Fighting Cancer Cells
• Helps Protect from EMF

Scalar Energy's Origins

Scalar energy was discovered over 100

years ago by James Maxwell and then

utilized and expanded by Nikola

Tesla. Even back then he was able to

do amazing things with his Tesla coil. In

recent history his technology is used

with the Tesla car. We can all agree

that these break throughs are

incredible and continue to be an

amazing science to learn.

Learn how the 

science of Scalar 

Energy is being used 

in a NEW

and amazing way at 

Perfect Health 4 Life!


